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Abstract-An efficient algorithm is presented for the solution of the steady Euler equations of 
gas dynamics. The scheme is based on solving linear&d Riemann problems approximately and in 
more than one dimension incorporates operator splitting. The scheme is applied to a standard test 
problem of flow down a channel containing a circular arc bump for three different mesh sizes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1988, an approximate linearised Riemann solver was proposed for the unsteady Euler equations 
of gas dynamics (11. The scheme has good shock capturing properties and has proved successful 
in its application to some standard test problems. In many applications, however, only the steady 
state solution, with a constant state at infinity, is of interest, and it is not necessary to use the 
full Euler equations but to assume that the flow has constant enthalpy. In such situations, it is 
appropriate to use a simplified Riemann solver for the reduced set of equations. Recently [2], such 
a scheme with good shock capturing properties was devised for this modified set of equations. 
Unfortunately, both the schemes in [l] and [2] have one drawback in that they rely heavily 
on the square root function for the average of flow variables across a cell interface, which can 
prove computationally expensive. This problem can be overcome, however, as shown in a recent 
paper [3] where the arithmetic mean was used instead for the unsteady Euler equations in one 
dimension, and the shock capturing property still holds. In this paper, we devise a scheme for the 
two-dimensional pseudo-unsteady equations, mentioned above, which incorporates the arithmetic 
mean averages of the flow variables with a corresponding increase in efficiency. 
2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The pseudo-unsteady equations representing steady inviscid flow in two dimensions can be 
written in conservation form as 
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where 
(see [2]), together with the algebraic relation 
p = /) (7 - 1) ( Ho - i(u2 + v2) ) Y > 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where the quantities (p, U, w, p) = (p, IL, v, p)(z, y) represent the density, velocity in the two 
Cartesian coordinate directions z and y, and the pressure, respectively, y is the ratio of specific 
heat capacities ofthe fluid, and the enthalpy H = (yp/(y--l)p)+(1/2)(u2+w2) = HO, a constant. 
The quantity t is a pseudo time variable used to drive the solution to a steady state. 
Thus, this paper is concerned with the solution of equations (2.1)-(2.4), together with (2.5). 
This set of equations is sometimes also referred to as the equations of isenthalpic or isoenergetic 
flow. 
3. APPROXIMATE JACOBIAN 
Following the approach outlined in [3], the aim is to determine a matrix A = A(%,, WR) which 
af 
is an average of the Jacobian matrix A = 2 evaluated at either end of a cell (XL, 5~) on an 
z-coordinate line, to satisfy 
xA% = Af, (3-l) 
ag 
where A(.) = (.)R - (.)L. With a similar approximate Jacobian matrix I? for I3 = 2, the tech- 
nique of operator splitting [4] can then be employed to solve equations (2.1) until a steady-state 
is reached. For more explicit details of this part of the scheme, see [2]. 
First, if 21 = (p, U, ZI)~, then 
A% = CA?, (3.2) 
where F = (P, P, PZI)~, 
1 0 0 
i?= GLpO) 
( ) 
(3.3) 
e 0 ji 
and the overbar denotes the arithmetic mean of left and right states, i.e., 
P= ;(PL+PR), G = ;(uL + UR), 0 = f(VL + IQ). (3.4a-c) 
This relationship has been determined by using the identities 
A(pu) = ,iiAp + PAIL, A(pv) = aAp + PAW. (3.5a,b) 
Similarly, 
A_f = DA?, (3.5c) 
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where 
and fi= 2 (ytP1) _ 2+- -pjj -- 
Y Y 
iifi m 
Again, the overbar denotes the arithmetic mean, i.e., 
(3.6) 
iiq(u;+u;), 7 = f (w2 + vi) , (3.7) 
F = ;(PLvL + PRZIR), and (3.8) 
(3.9) 
where a = (yp/~)i’~ is the speed of sound as determined from the pressure relation (2.5). In 
determining fi, we have made use of the identities 
A(pu2) = GAp + pAu2 = $Ap + P/ziAu, (3.10a) 
A(pu2) = ;;“a~ + 2p~Av, (3.10b) 
and 
A,=a(vp (H,,-;(u?+u2)) 
_ (Y - 1) 
Y ( 
H,,Ap - ;($ + T)Ap - ,%iAu - @Au 
> 
= $Ap- (Y - 1) - -p(tiAu + ~Av), 
Y 
(3.11) 
using (3.9) and (3.10a,b). Further, we have chosen to write 
A(puv) = i~?Au + GA@) 
= j?~Au + c(jjAw + vAp) 
= ~Au + @Au + ti~Ap, (3.12) 
which ensures that the resulting approximation has the simplest possible form. In particular, G is 
one eigenvalue. 
Thus, combining (3.2) and (3.5) gives 
Af = &?‘A?, 
and hence, the required approximate Jacobian 
(3.13) 
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Figure 1. A plot of Mach number along the channel wall for a 65 x 17 mesh. 
4. APPROXIMATE EIGENVALUES 
AND EIGENVECTORS 
Finally, it is necessary to determine the eigenvalues & and eigenvectors ci of the approximate 
Jacobian (3.14). Following some algebra, the required expressions can be shown to be 
and 
where 
and 
ii = CT+ 1) B*f1/2 - 
27 
7 u, i = 1,2,3, 
2 
T 
& = 
- -- 2 v,uv,---+@ +;-&(Au)~ 
Y-l 
, 
?= (k+)2+$+6, 
6 = I’+ Q$$ ;A+. 
(4.la-c) 
(4.2a,b) 
(4.2~) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(Note that m/p = u + (l/4) (ApA~lp).) 
The resulting scheme follows that described in [2] with the modified eigenvalues and eigenvec- 
tors given above. The extension to generalised coordinates enabling the use of a body-fitted mesh 
is relatively straightforward. 
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Figure 2. A plot of Mach number along the channel wall for a 129 x 33 mesh. 
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Figure 3. A plot of Mach number along the channel wall for a 257 x 65 mesh. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we give the numerical results achieved for a two-dimensional test problem using 
the scheme of Section 3. 
This two-dimensional problem concerns flow down a channel containing a 10% circular arc 
bump and is described in detail in [5]. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the Mach number along the 
channel wall for a 65 x 17 mesh, a 129 x 33 mesh, and a 257 x 65 mesh, respectively, where the 
Mach number of the incoming flow is 0 . 675. These results are in agreement with those given 
in [2], and demonstrate the convergence of the scheme. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a simple, efficient Riemann solver for the pseudo-unsteady equations repre- 
senting steady inviscid flow in two dimensions. The scheme has good shock capturing properties 
and has produced satisfactory results for a standard test problem in gas dynamics. The improve- 
ment in efficiency over an earlier algorithm has been made by utilising the arithmetic mean. This 
is useful when the flow is known to be steady and the full Euler equations do not need to be 
solved but can be replaced by the simplified system. 
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